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ABSTRACT

CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlanets Satellite) is an ESA Small Mission, planned to be launched in mid-2018 and
whose main goal is the photometric precise characterization of radii of exoplanets orbiting bright stars (V<12) already
known to host planets.
Given the fast-track nature of this mission, we developed a non-flying Demonstration Model, whose optics are flight
representative and whose mechanics provides the same interfaces of the flight model, but is not thermally representative.
In this paper, we describe CHEOPS Demonstration Model handling, integration, tests, alignment and characterization,
emphasizing the verification of the uncertainties in the optical quality measurements introduced by the starlight simulator
and the way the alignment and optical surfaces are measured.
Keywords: CHEOPS, exoplanets, transits, ESA, Small mission, telescope, AIV, prototyping

1.

INTRODUCTION
[1][2]

CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlantes Satellite)
is a joint ESA-Switzerland Small Mission, adopted in 2014 and
planned to be launched in mid-2018. It will be sent into a low Earth (650-800 km) sun-synchronous orbit, with the main
goal to perform, through the transit method, the precise characterization of radii of exoplanets orbiting bright stars
(V<12) already known to host planets.
One of the main criticality in the development of such a system is the need to reach an extremely high photometric
stability, driving its opto-mechanical design mainly in two fields: extreme structure stability and very high degree of
straylight suppression. Details on the techniques developed to cope with this issue, along with the project status, can be
found in [3], [4] and [5].
As for every space mission, the development of intermediate models is extremely important in order to decrease all
possible risks. In particular, being CHEOPS a fast-track mission, it is of paramount importance to demonstrate the
feasibility or criticalities of the AIV procedures, as well as the development of adequate Ground Support Equipment
(GSE), ahead of their implementation on the Proto-Flight Model (PFM) by the Italian Prime contractor LEONARDO
Spa (formerly SELEX ES), supervised by INAF.
For this reason, in collaboration with the University of Bern and LEONARDO, a Demonstration Model (DM) of
CHEOPS telescope was developed. It consists in a non-flying CHEOPS model, whose mechanics is fully representative
concerning interfaces but not thermally equivalent, and whose optics exhibits optical quality and handling capabilities
very close to the flight model, allowing to test procedures for handling, integration, alignment and characterization.
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In this paper,, we describe the main stepps and results of the work performed
p
at the laboratoriies of INAF Padova,
P
wheree
the CHEOPS
S DM was asssembled, alignned and testedd in ambient temperature, with emphasiis on the veriffication of thee
uncertainties in the optical quality meaasurements inttroduced by th
he starlight siimulator and the way the alignment
a
andd
optical surfacces are measurred.

2
2.

CHEOP
PS TELESC
COPE DEMO
ONSTRATIION MODE
EL

Different models were foreeseen to thorooughly test the system, eveen in a scheduule as tight as CHEOPS one: a Structuraal
Thermal Moddel, an Engineering Qualiffication Modeel, a DM, and
d, finally, the PFM. The DM
M model has been realizedd
only for the telescope, thhe so-called TEL
T
subsystem. It is com
mposed by twoo optical systtems and theeir mechanicaal
structure: a compact
c
on-axxis F/5 Ritcheey-Chrétien tw
wo mirrors ceentered telescope, with an aperture of 320
3 mm and a
Back-End Opptics (BEO), reshaping
r
a deefocused PSF
F on the detecttor [6]. The lattter is due to the choice off spreading thee
PSF over a quite
q
large am
mount of pixeels to averagee for single-piixels anomaliees (see also [[7]). This, tog
gether with ann
intermediate pupil mask for
fo the strayligght rejection and a baffle with
w vanes prreceding the ttelescope, aree the solutionss
foreseen to obbtain very higgh photometryy stability. The main param
meters of the fiinal optical coonfiguration arre collected inn
Table 1.
Table 1. Main
M parameterrs of the optical configuration.
Spectral range
Entrance pupil diameter
Ceentral obstructtion diameter
Working F/#
Field of View (diameter)
Effective foccal length
Pixel size
s
Plate sccale

400 – 1100 nm
320 mm
6 mm
68
8.38 @ 750 nm
0.322 degrees
2681 mm
m @ 750 nm
133 micron
1 arcsec/pixel

In Figure 1 it is shown a CAD view of thhe TEL DM structure, made by the assem
mbly of:
• an opto-m
mechanical Tuube, consistingg of a mechannical structure mounting thee hyperbolic pprimary (M1) and
a secondaryy
(M2) mirrrors
• an Opticaal Bench Assem
mbly (OBA)
• the BEO, consisting off a mechanicall part mountinng a set of smaall optics, a dooublet (D1), ccollimating thee light comingg
from the tube,
t
a pupil mask,
m
a folding mirror (M3)) to direct the light toward the
t detector annd a second doublet
d
(D2) too
focus the PSF onto the detector.

HO Internal
1

affle

D2

I

BE

M3

1'upil stop

F

M2

- OBA
Figure 1. CAD section view
v
of TEL DM. Main components are indiccated (blue mecchanics, red opttics).
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The DM mecchanical structture has been realized by University
U
of Bern
B
in anodizzed aluminum
m rather than in carbon fiberr
as the final one.
o
The DM
M optical groupps (optics andd their mechaanics) have been manufacttured in flightt materials byy
LEONARDO
O and subcontrractors, differring from flighht optics for not
n being radiaation-hardenedd, the coatingss and the leveel
of light-weighhting of M1. Both DM opttics and mechhanics are show
wn in Figure 2. Glue acts aas interface between mirrorr
groups and mechanics
m
and it is injected after
a
alignmennt is completeed.
rube +spider

OBA+ NWT ube
supports

E

M2G +
manipiulator suppor
M1G + mainipulator
Figure 2. On top are DM
D mechanics components, while
w
on the botttom DM mirroors held by theeir alignment to
ools (on M1G a
partial ligght-weighting can
c be observedd).

3.

R
REFERENC
CES AND REQUIREM
R
MENTS

The main reqquirement on the TEL alignnment is that the optical ax
xis shall be alligned with reespect to (wrt hereafter) thee
OBA referennce frame (OB
BA side facinng M1) with a precision off ± 500 µm in
i centering aand ± 400 µraad in tilt. Thee
reference for centering is given
g
by the piins were M1/ttube supports are connectedd.
The foreseenn alignment procedure
p
straategy, whose preliminary version
v
was described
d
in [6], consists in a two-stepp
alignment: firrstly, the Tube (M1-M2) iss aligned withh respect to thee OBA; afterw
wards BEO iss aligned with respect to thee
Tube (currenttly on-going activity).
a
In this view, the overall reequirement has been split between differeent componennts: on M1 ann alignment off ± 100 µm inn
centering andd focus and ± 300 µrad in tiilt is required.. Furthermore, to guaranteee the needed ooptical quality,, M2 has to bee
aligned with respect to M1 with a preccision of ± 5 µm in centeriing and focuss and ± 26 µm
m in tilt. Con
ncerning BEO
O,
a
are mainly transslated into meechanical toleerances we wiill not detail, while overalll
requirements on internal alignment
T
tolerancees are translatted into ± 10 µm in focus, ± 30 µm in centering and ± 600 µrad in
n tilt. The onlyy
BEO wrt to Tube
optical elemeent inside BE
EO with autonnomous adjusstment capability is D2 in focus directiion (its alignm
ment accuracyy
should be ± 5 µm from Foccal Plane).

4.

ALIGNME
ENT PROCE
EDURE & GSES
G

In order to fulfill
f
the preeviously given requiremennts, the follow
wing integratiion and alignnment strategy
y, along withh
realization off specifics Opptical and Meechanical GSE
Es (see Figuree 3 and Figurre 4), were deetermined and
d are hereafterr
summarized:
1.

ment referencee definition
Alignm
the bearring mechaniical axis is aligned
a
(centeer and tilt) to
o the mechannical referencces on the OB
BA, thereforee
materiallizing the optiical axis of thee system.
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MGSEs:
- handling, used to support TEL DM into a vertical configuration;
- a bearing (wobble ∼60 μrad), equipped with a small optical bench and a centering and tilt adjustment system,
located on the handling base-plate;
- a “ring”, connected to the OBA centering reference pins (0.02 mm precision wrt nominal mechanical
reference);
- a column, equipped with dial gauges (2 µm accuracy) fixed onto the bearing, allows to touch the inner part of
the ring and its bottom side, and, minimizing the value measured during a 360° rotation, to align the bearing to
the reference plane.
2.

M1 alignment to the OBA reference plane
M1 MGSE: a manipulator (visible in Figure 2 bottom left), equipped with three flexible blades supporting M1
(through specific channels present on each M1 bush). It is provided with two micrometers (0.1 µm sensitivity)
for decenter and three micrometers (1 µm sensitivity) for tilt, corresponding to 0.75”. The tilt micrometers can
provide also focus adjustment if shifted simultaneously by the same amount. The manipulator is installed onto a
cart (orange in Figure 3), to be inserted under the OBA.
• M1 centering alignment is obtained mechanically aligning M1 to the bearing mechanical axis, with the same
concept used for the reference alignment, minimizing the value measured by a dial gauge touching the inner
hole of M1during a 360° rotation.
MGSEs: same as phase 1 (no ring).
• M1 tilt alignment is obtained minimizing a spot trajectory produced during a 360° rotation by a laser integral to
the bearing.
GSE: a laser shining toward M1 and a camera recording the spot trajectory during a bearing rotation (both are
integral to the bearing).
• M1 focus is adjusted mechanically to nominal values.
The previous three steps are of course iterated until reaching values inside requirements.

3.

M1 gluing
After the alignment is obtained and its stability verified, M1 can be glued to its support injecting bi-component glue
Hysol 9493 and letting it cure for approximately a week. Afterwards the manipulator can be removed.

4.

Preliminary operations for M2 alignment
The requirement on M2 specified in Section 3 was translated into the minimization of tilt, power and coma Zernike
coefficients below 0.05 λ in an interferometric double-pass alignment.
M2 OGSE: Zygo FlashPhase GPI interferometer (λ=632.8 nm) and a 330 mm collimated beam (COLL, obtained
aligning an F/1.5 spherical element and a 330 mm Off-Axis Parabola, OAP).
• M1 optical axis materialization, through a flat mirror aligned to the bearing with an autocollimator.
GSEs: a 100 mm diameter flat mirror (FM1) installed over the OBA, facing down, equipped with tip-tilt
adjustments; an autocollimator; the bearing assembly.
• TEL focal plane materialization, through a spherical gauge aligned to the bearing with a setup similar to the one
used for M1 tilt alignment.
GSEs: a 25 mm diameter spherical mirror with radius of curvature 100 mm (SM1), equipped with x-y-z stages
allowing to center it wrt M1 (minimizing a spot trajectory produced during a 360° rotation by a laser integral to
the bearing) and adjust it in focus to the nominal position.
• Collimated beam alignment to the optical axis, thanks to a large flat mirror 45°-oriented located just over the
bearing (Figure 3, left).
GSE: a 480 mm diameter λ/57 rms flat mirror (FM2), equipped with tip-tilt adjustment.

5.

M2 alignment to M1
M2 is aligned wrt M1 in tilt, focus and center minimizing the Tilt, Power and Coma Zernike coefficients retrieved
by the interferometer M2.
M2 MGSE: M1 manipulator can be slightly modified, inserting a spider-shaped support to hold M2 (visible in
Figure 2, bottom right).
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6.

M2 gluiing
After thhe alignment is
i obtained annd stability veerified, M2 caan be glued too its support innjecting bi-co
omponent gluee
Hysol 9493,
9
while monitoring
m
the interferometrric pattern and
d letting it curre for approxiimately a weeek. Afterwardss
the mannipulator is rem
moved.

7.

B
with resp
pect to the Tu
ube (M1-M2))
Align BEO
A strateegy similar too M2 alignmeent is foreseenn, with a sph
herical gauge mechanicallyy positioned by
b means of a
Coordinnate Measurinng Machine onto
o
the focall plane and the
t BEO adjuusted in tilt, focus, center and rotationn,
minimizzing interferom
metric Zernikee coefficients..
GSEs: spherical
s
gaugge located on the
t focal planne, BEO manipulator with centering,
c
focuus and rotatio
on capabilitiess.
Shims are
a used to adjust BEO tilt.

Figure 3. CAD views of
o the optical beench for CHEO
OPS DM AIV. The
T handling iss the red structuure holding thee OBA in a firsst
stage andd then the full TEL;
T
the manipulator cart (oraange) can be parrtially modifiedd to accommodaate manipulatorr (green) for M11
and M2 alignment; the bearing assem
mbly (gray) can be seen on thee handling basee-plate. Left: seetup for bearing
g alignment andd
ready forr M1 alignmentt. Right: setup for
f M2 alignmeent, an incomin
ng 330-mm collimated beam iss directed towarrd the TEL by a
large flaat mirror 45°-orriented. On topp of the OBA are installed FM1
F
(yellow) and SM1 (pinnk), the latter installed
i
onto a
kinematic repositionablee plate.

Figure 4. Actual laborattory setup at IN
NAF-Padova forr the DM AIV. Left: the setup to obtain the 3330 mm collimaated beam (withh
a referennce flat mirror used
u
for its alignnment). Right: overall
o
setup du
uring M2 alignm
ment phase.
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5.

ALIGNMENT RESULTS

The DM TEL AIV activity comprises two tube alignments campaigns. During the first one, a few issues were identified
and addressed, but a poor quality in the tube/M1 support surfaces coupling translated in a very large astigmatism
(estimated in more than 5 λ Peak to Valley, PtV) that would not allow to fully test the AIV procedure. The alignment
was repeated after a very precise machining of the two surfaces, when a planarity lower than 10 μm was obtained, and
implementing some of the lessons learned from the first run.
The main results of the second campaign will hereafter be summarized, focusing on the setup optical quality
characterization and analysis of M1-M2 alignment, including its dependence on temperature and M2 rotation. We
remind that BEO integration and alignment are currently on going.
5.1

M1 alignment

Following the procedure and the tools described in Section 4 (bullets 1 and 2), M1 was aligned in tilt, center and focus
with respect to the reference plane defined on the OBA. Leaving aside the technicalities of the several steps leading to
this alignment, Table 2 summarizes the main effects contributing to M1 alignment budget, summed in quadrature. An
unavoidable contribute is given by the bearing wobble and runout, affecting also its alignment wrt OBA and therefore
the reference for M1 alignment. In addition to these values, we have to include the machining precision of M1 hole with
respect to its optical axis and to consider the effect of M1 decenter onto M1 tilt. The latter, in fact, while adjusted, tries to
compensate the decenter, leading to a tilt misalignment. To be conservative we can sum linearly this contribution to the
previous one, obtaining a total M1 tilt of approximately 258.7 (± 129.3) μrad - corresponding to approximately 53.6 (±
26.8)”- still below the 400 μrad of tolerance.
Table 2. Error contributions to M1 alignment wrt OBA.

5.2

Contribute

Decenter (µm)

Tilt (μrad)

Bearing wobble

35

60

Bearing run-out

15

--

Residual tilt

--

73

Residual decenter
Measurement accuracy (dial gauge
sensitivity + setup stability)
Bearing misalignment

32

--

4

--

40.1

62.5

M1 optical axis wrt central hole

50

--

Total

81.2

113.3

Effect of maximum decenter on tilt.

--

145.4

Overall total

81.2 (± 40.6)

258.7 (± 129.3)

Setup optical elements and DM mirrors characterization

Before proceeding to M2 alignment through double-pass interferometric measurements, we characterized our starlight
simulator, along with the other setup mirrors, in order to minimize their impact on the overall alignment result. All
measurements are expressed in wavelength (λ=632.8 nm) and the wavefronts (obtained from an average of 100
measurements) are shown in Figure 5.
In order to reduce the aberration on the collimator, its optics were aligned using the double-pass interferometric setup
visible in Figure 4, which included also a 400-mm diameter reference flat whose optical quality is λ/10. The Zygo
interferometer with its reference sphere was equipped with x-y-tip-tilt-rotation micrometric adjustments, while the OAP
had previously be roughly aligned inside its own mount to have the optical axis almost parallel to the optical bench.
Looking at the double pass interferograms, the main aberrations were minimized. To further reduce the aberrations
produced by stress on the optics, OAP and reference mirror mount holders were properly tuned. The final result is 0.32
PtV, 0.07 rms, and the largest residual aberration is the spherical one, of the order of 0.1 λ.
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Afterwards, to
t determine thhe effect of FM2, the collim
mated beam reached the larrge 45°-orientted mirror and
d the referencee
flat mirror was
w held horizzontally on thhree points above
a
FM2. The
T overall obtained
o
result is slightly larger
l
wrt thee
previous one (0.43 PtV, 0.009 rms), with a distinguishaable trefoil maainly due to thhe reference m
mirror holding.
The other crittical optical component to be
b tested was SM1, the sph
herical gauge. We tested different mirrorrs and selectedd
the one with the lower abeerrations. The latter was theen tested insid
de its own moount, which w
was modified until
u
obtainingg
the very satisfying value off 0.1 PtV, 0.088 rms.
:OLL

COLL+FN

r---

D ii

]C

Figure 5. Wavefronts (oobtained by thee average of 1000) of the main optical elemennts used during M2 alignment,, the collimatorr,
the large 45°oriented flaat mirror and thhe spherical gauuge.

Furthermore, to have a quaalitative and quantitative
q
ideea of the aberrrations introduuced by DM m
mirrors, their optical
o
qualityy
was reportedd to us by LE
EONARDO annd the wavefr
fronts are show
wn in Figure 6. It is impoortant to notee that M1 wass
measured whhile laying on its
i rear-side annd before the bushes were glued
g
to the mirror.
m

M1

M2

1.0 p

0.15

a

1
1

-0.1

Figure 6. DM M1 and M2
M wavefronts, provided by LE
EONARDO.

5.3

M2 allignment

As first thingg, to understannd the impact of the tube on the primary
y mirror aberrations, we perrformed the alignment
a
withh
M2 held by itts manipulatorr but without installing
i
the tube (see Figu
ure 7).
In this phase,, after M2 aliggnment was performed, we noticed a dom
minant astigm
matism of the oorder of 0.7 λ on an overalll
PtV of 1.8 λ.. The analysiss to understannd its origin iddentified M1 as
a the main reesponsible. Inn fact, between
n the first andd
second alignm
ment, M1 wass rotated of 1220° and so doees the astigmaatism. This is clearly
c
visiblee in the waveffronts Figure 7
(thanks to an imperfection in M1 grindinng - noticeablee also in Figurre 6 - that has been markedd by a dashed line).
l

First alignmE2 nt
Secornd alignment
Figure 7. Left: M1 glued to OBA and M2
M located on manipulator du
uring the first phhase of M2 aliggnment (perform
med without thee
a second alignnment of the tuube. M1 was rotated, as clearlyy
tube). Rigght: wavefronts obtained in thhis configuratioon during first and
visible frrom an imperfecction in M1 itseelf, marked by a dashed line.
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When the tuube was instaalled, variations of the ordder of 0.2 PttV were obseerved on the wavefront. The
T Zernike’ss
coefficients varying
v
the most were the spherical
s
coeffficient, which
h decreased by about 0.05 λ and the treffoil. The latterr
variation cannnot be expliicitly determinned, even though the ord
der of magnittude is 0.1 λ
λ, since it sh
hows a strongg
dependence on
o temperaturre, which wass not monitorred during thiis operation. Given the coorrespondence of the trefoiil
direction to thhe three M1 attachment
a
points, we infer that this effecct is mainly due
d to the mism
match betweeen M1G, madee
of zerodur annd invar, with respect to OB
BA, realized inn aluminum.
Since our laboratory showeed a variation in temperaturre of a few deegrees during the
t AIV phasee, we tested th
he dependencee
of all the maiin Zernike coeefficients from
m the temperatture. The main
n dependencee is of course tthe focus term
m, which couldd
however be adjusted
a
with the
t manipulattor (of course before gluing
g M2 to the sppider). The seccond most eviident is trefoill,
which increasses at the incrrease of tempeerature. The reelationships between
b
the main
m Zernike ccoefficients an
nd temperaturee
before and affter M2 gluingg are reported in Figure 8.
After M2 gluing
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8 Variation off main Zernike’s coefficients with temperatture during aliggnment phase (left) and after M2 gluing is
Figure 8.
completeed (right). Beforre gluing, tilt, power
p
and comaa can be compeensated with maanipulator, whille trefoil is prob
bably dependennt
on the mismatch
m
betweeen M1G zeroddur and invar with
w respect to OBA
O
aluminum
m. For tilt, com
ma, astigmatism
m and trefoil, wee
consider the sum in quaadrature of the tw
wo coefficientss.
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Another aspeect that we innvestigated waas the influennce of M2 rottation on astiggmatism and trefoil, since, as visible inn
Figure 6 theyy are the two dominant
d
aberrrations on M2.
M After each
h rotation (opeeration assisted by a goniom
meter installedd
on the manippulator), M2 was
w aligned wrt
w to M1 and 50 wavefrontts were averagged. After corrrecting the ob
btained valuess
for temperatuure modulating all of them at T=24.3°C (with the relaationship show
wn in Figure 8, as expected
d, a minimum
m
for astigmatissm over 180° and a minimuum for trefoill over 120° was
w observed. Given the dom
minance of th
he astigmatism
m
aberration, we selected M22 rotation anglle correspondiing to the min
nimum of the astigmatism.
a
0.9
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*
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patism
0.6

til

o
0.5

0.4

o

IIIIiiiiIi,
30

0

0

90
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M2 rotatior1 [1

60

150

'

Figure 9.
9 Dependence of astigmatissm and trefoil on M2 rotatiion, with values corrected ffor temperaturee. As foreseenn,
astigmatiism shows a miinimum every 180°, while trefoil every 120°°. To reduce thee total PtV, the orientation of M2 minimizingg
astigmatiism was selecteed.

A typical inteerferogram annd wavefront, taken at T= 23.8°C,
2
after M2
M alignmentt was completted, are presen
nted in Figuree
10, left. In Fiigure 10, righht, it is shownn also the wavvefront after removing tilt, power, coma, astigmatism and sphericaal
aberration, where trefoil is clearly distinnguishable.

Til t

0.04: Pow -().01; Ast 0.67;
Corrla 0.01; Spherr 0.05; Tref 0.:36

Pist, Tilt, Pow, Cor

Ast,

Spher remov

Figure 10. From left too right: a repreesentative interfferogram obtained averaging 50 after M2 aalignment, with
h temperature at
a
we remind the dependence off the Zernike cooefficients on teemperature); itss relative waveefront (PtV is 1.8 λ; rms 0.3 λ)
λ
23.8°C (w
and the wavefront
w
after removing mainn aberrations, where
w
the trefoill is clearly visibble.

The last step of M2 AIV was
w its gluing, with Hysol 9493
9
(Figure 11).
1 Even thouugh during thee first curing phase
p
(about 2
hours) M2 coould still be ree-aligned to M1,
M the operatiion introduced
d coma aberraation above thhe requiremen
nt (of the orderr
of 0.075 λ) and
a a variationn in the spheerical aberratioon. Furthermo
ore, the minim
mization of thhe power is obtained
o
at thee
temperature corresponding
c
g to the momeent in which thhe glue gets su
ufficiently stifff (about 3 houurs after gluin
ng). After gluee
curing, the manipulator
m
waas removed annd new wavefronts were taaken. The obttained results, dependent on
n temperaturee,
are shown in Figure 8 rightt column.
A picture of the telescope taken after coompleting thee tube integrattion, alignmennt and verification wrt OBA
A is shown inn
Figure 11 righht.
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Figure 11 Left: glue injection to fix M2 to the spider. Right: OBA and tube assembled and aligned.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

TEL DM alignment, integration and verification of the Tube (M1-M2) have been successfully completed at INAFPadova laboratories. The main outcomes of this activity are a few lessons-learned, which translated into new strategies
elaborated by LEONARDO for PFM, both in the definition of GSEs, in the glue injection and the alignment strategy
itself. Furthermore, hands-on experience, along with tip and tricks discovered along the way can certainly help to speed
up the alignment process of the PFM, which is supposed to start in a few weeks. Next steps on DM side include BEO
optics integration to its mechanics and BEO alignment to the tube. A few TEL DM optical quality verification are also
foreseen: an interferometric double-pass test and the measure of the defocused PSF radius (defined as 90% of Encircled
Energy) over the entire Field of View.
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